Spirit of Pickering and Pollinators
Pickering’s new art installations in Esplanade Park by Valley Farm Road
Artists Ron Baird and Georgie Lishman have new sculpture installations on the east side of Esplande Park, Pickering.
See interviews on facebook: facebook.com/pickeringevents/videos/860471788110006 | facebook.com/pickeringevents/videos/345036486759561
facebook.com/pickeringevents/videos/349206406176995

Gather

Gather is the ringleader of sorts, his
arms open and gesture people to
gather in his partial embrace. Wearing
a bow tie and a tuxedo covered in
meshing gears, he's dressed for all occasions, while the bird in his top hat
gives him a light-hearted feeling. His
head can be turned causing chimes to
ring creating fun photo opportunities.

Inspire

Inspire is the most detailed of the four
spirits as she emanates the feeling of
joy and excitement. Inside her is a
large single chime that can be rung by
pushing the fringe around the hips of
her dress. This creates an interesting
hip checking, chiming, dancing
experience encouraging any passerby
to resonate with the excitement of
inspiration.

Live

Live is in the form of a pregnant
mother carrying out her daily activities eating and reading her tablet. As
you look into her belly, you connect to
the concept of the lives born and continuing to live in Pickering. Park-gœrs
will have fun ringing the small bells
she holds like grapes.

Work

This pose was chosen to encapsulate
the spirit of work, because we all do
this at some point in life whether
sweeping, raking, digging, or pulling
roots. With a shade hat and overalls,
this character is also a throwback to
early Pickering, embellished with
stairs and ladders to celebrate the rise
of industry and the climb to success.
His tool leads to a chime for anyone
to ring.

Pollinators 1 & 2 by Ron Baird
I love the park and the sculptures are
meant to bracket the western entrance, like place markers or book
ends. They are ﬂowers of a heroic
scale growing in ﬂowerbeds. They are
perches for birds. On close examination observers may discover some
bees and the sculpture honours these
pollinators on which our life depends.
Stainless steel is the medium because
it is permanent and the polished surfaces reﬂect the sunlight in the day
and streetlights at night. These pieces
are 7.5m high. There is another Baird
piece Millennium Mast by the lake.
w: ronbairdartist.com

Gather

Ron Baird

Geordie Lishman

Ron Baird is one of Canada’s most
successful sculptors having executed
over 300 public, corporate and private commissions. But his works are
recognized mostly because they celebrate the accomplishments of others
and this great country.

A few familiar local pieces by the Ajax
resident: The Running Man on Westney Road; Communitree at Salem and
Taunton; and Four Directions of
Durham at Durham Regional Head
Quarters, Whitby.
w: geordielishman.com
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